Celtec® Woodgrain launches our Textured line of signboard material, adding eye-catching dimension to digitally crafted signage by giving print service providers a new level of design flexibility with the same quality and production ease of our Celtec® Expanded PVC.

Designed for wide format display applications that demand the highest quality sign materials, Celtec® Woodgrain adds a striking cedar-like texture to any graphics display. A versatile, durable solution for artistic expression perfect for stand-out signage, exhibits, POP and other applications requiring printed or unprinted textural surfaces.

ADD NEW DIMENSION TO DIGITAL SIGN CREATIONS

- **Enhance Creativity**: With textural contrast on otherwise flat surfaces
- **Enjoy Versatility**: For indoor & outdoor printed signs or structural trim
- **Improve Throughput in Finishing**: Reduce manual touchpoints with clean cut edges, superior ink adhesion & easy fabrication
- **Reduce Costs**: Using our durable, lighter-weight, low-maintenance wood alternative
TOP APPLICATIONS:
• Point of Purchase Displays
• Signage
• Store Fixtures
• Exhibits & Kiosks
• Wayfinding
• Dimensional Letters
• Display Boards
• Interior Décor

COMPETITIVE ADVANTAGES
(vs. similar materials):
• Superior UV Performance
• Contains No Heavy Metals
• Die Cuttable
• Optimal Density for Superior Performance
• Short Lead Times for Custom Sizes & Colors
• Oversized Sheets
• All Materials Produced in the U.S.

KEY MATERIAL BENEFITS:
• Printable - Digital & Screen
• Light Weight
• Easy to Fabricate, Paint, or Laminate
• Excellent Fastening Characteristics
• Superior Flame Retardant Properties

COMPLIANCES:
• UL 94 V-0
• UL-1975
• FDA Incidental Food Contact
• RoHS Compliant
• REACH Compliant

Standard sheet size in most thicknesses and formulations is 4’ x 8’.
Custom sizes available upon request.
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